THE
CLOUD REPORT
2020
With the 5 different stages of cloud maturity, all from
being on the ground, to being in cloud orbit, different
enterprises have different challenges. This report
gives you an understanding of what the pitfalls and
development needs are in the different stages and will
give you advice on this accordingly. It is a report based
on the insight from more than 400 IT-professionals on all
levels, and it will give you guidance on your next step in
your cloud journey.

ABOUT THE SURVEY
In August 2020, 411 persons answered this years’ survey about Cloud adoption
(211 from Norway and 200 from Sweden). The questionnaire was to a high degree
the same as in the 2017-2018 surveys, but some new questions/topics were included
(e.g. consequences of the Covid-19-situation). The survey targeted IT-professionals
working at a company with roles like CTO, CIO, head of/manager IT operations or
development, IT operation specialist and IT developer. To get relevant answers
regarding company maturity, a screening question was used to exclude students,
non-professionals, retirees etc. The sample is representative for Norwegian and
Swedish companies, where their representatives are able to answer Cloud
specific topics.
The material was analyzed by Kantar and Basefarm in September 2020.

SECTOR/INDUSTRY		
IT
Public
Retail/E-commerce
Bank/Finance
Industry/Transport
Other

23 %
20 %
15 %
11 %			
11 %			
20  %

EMPLOYEES IN THE ORGANISATION
0-99 employees
43 %
100-999 employees
23 %
1000+ employees
29 %

YEARLY TURNOVER		
Below 1 mill. EURO
1-10 mill. EURO
10-100 mill. EURO
100 mill + EURO
Don’t know

14 %
16 %
15 %
23 %
32 %

HEADQUARTER LOCATION
Norway
Sweden
The Nordics
Europe
Rest of World

44 %
41 %
5%
6%
4%

KEY FINDINGS – CLOUD REPORT 2020
FLEXIBILITY IS THE KEY DRIVER FOR USING CLOUD

USE OF CLOUD WILL INCREASE TOWARDS 2023

‘Flexibility’ is by far the most expressed reason for using cloud. This
argument is highlighted both by companies that have just started their
cloud journey (On the Runway) and by the frontrunners (In Orbit).
Flexibility provides opportunities for both cost savings and more effective
use of resources.

Despite several barriers and concerns, all results indicate an increase in use
of cloud the next years. This is a general finding among all companies, and
is especially clear when it comes to public cloud. These assumptions are
completely in line with what was expected in 2017 as well: A continuous
development.

SECURITY CONCERNS SLOW DOWN THE CLOUD JOURNEY

USE OF CLOUD SEEMS TO MOVE BIG DATA, AI AND MACHINE LEARNING
PROCESSES

‘Security’ is a main concern for all companies, whether they are in the
start position or are experienced in use of cloud. This was the picture
even in the 2017-survey. Today, the concerns are clearly more widespread
among companies that have just started their cloud journey. For them,
implementing security in the cloud, is even an expressed working area.
Thus, a focus on how security challenges can be handled, will probably
accelerate the future use of cloud.

Use of cloud stimulates a more intensified focus on processes involving Big
Data, AI and Machine learning. Results from this year show that different
processes – e.g. become more data driven, exploring customer journeys
with both internal and external data – now have a “high degree” of
attention. Especially among companies that already orbit the cloud, this is
a clear trend.

RULES AND REGULATIONS ARE STILL A CHALLENGING ISSUE

COVID-19 WILL AFFECT FUTURE INVESTMENTS

A main finding in the 2017 survey was a perception that general ‘rules and
regulations’ were barriers for using cloud. This picture has not changed
during the last three years. The issue is still on the agenda, and there are in
fact no differences between companies that are ‘On the Ground’ compared
to those ‘In Orbit’. Obviously, a general and constant experience, that
bother all types of businesses.

The consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic are clear: About one third
of all companies expect both cloud- and IT investments to increase due
to new and uncertain state of affairs. The constantly recurring focus on
security, is obviously a part of this assessment.

THE FUTURE OF CLOUD ADOPTION
This is our third edition of the Basefarm Cloud Report. It aims to
provide a deeper insight into the current trends and future focus areas
within cloud adoption. We support our clients that are already mature
in their cloud adoption and rewards us further insight in where to focus
our future investments.

Every third enterprise is fully in the cloud already
The main reason for cloud adoption is no longer simply cost-cutting /
cost optimization, but increasingly speed of innovation and flexibility.
These factors have become even stronger drivers of cloud adoption, to
levels not seen before.
Conversely, this report also shows the need for higher levels of
competence around particularly cloud infrastructure and rules /
regulations. It is an interesting paradox that companies having
already adopted cloud technology, are less concerned about rules and
regulations relative to those about to start their cloud journey. Further,
when looking at the results in total, we also see concerns over security
when transferring from on premise systems to using cloud solutions.
We conclude that, based on findings in our report, the best way to start
to explore the cloud is to start small and learn as you go.

Enjoy the Reading
Stockholm/Oslo/Amsterdam Oct 2020
Fredrik Ohlsén
CEO Basefarm

CLOUD ADAPTION/DRIVERS/CONCERNS/BARRIERS

52+48R
52+
33++67R
33

More than half of the
companies says higher
flexibility is their main
reason for using cloud

52 %

One third says cost savings
is an argument for using
cloud. This is especially
important among small
and mid-size companies

33 %

47+53R
47+
32++68R
32
47 %

32 %

The biggest concern
about using cloud is
security, mentioned
by nearly 50%

One third claims rules
and regulations is the
most important barrier
against using cloud,
closey followed by Lack
of competence (26%)

IMPLEMENTING SECURITY IS THE MOST IMPORTANT AREA
FOR INCREASED USE OF CLOUD

33++67R
33

21++79R
21

33 %

21 %

One out of five emphasize
cost savings as a decisive
and relevant working area

One third of all companies
claims that implementing
security is first priority

21++79R
21
21 %

One out of five emphasize
automation in the
developing processes as an
important working area

WHAT ARE THE CONCEQUENCES OF THE COVID-19-SITUATION?
Due to the Covid-19 epidemic, how is your company considering investments in cloud/IT services in the future?
INCREASE
Cloud investments
IT-investments

UNCHANGED
31 %
33 %

DECREASE

DON’T KNOW
45 %

6%
46 %

18 %
6%

15 %

GENERAL FACTS ON THE CLOUD
BUSINESS CHALLENGES AND FOCUS AREAS

TOTAL %

Development of new products & services

26

Finding the right competence and resources

25

Driving growth and profitability

24

Innovation and digital transformation

23

Adding new technologies and platforms

22

INCREASE IN DATA BREACHES/ATTACKS?
Due to the Covid-19 epidemic, has your company experienced an increase in data breach/data attacks?
YES

NO

HAS EXPERIENCED A REDUCTION

11 %

52 %

3%

33 %

What actions have been taken to reduce / prevent attempted data breaches/attacks?
OUTSOURCED TO THIRD PART SUPPLIER

CONCERNS ADOPTING/USING THE CLOUD

DON’T KNOW

INVESTED IN INTERNAL RESOURCES

HAVE DONE NOTHING

Security

47

Data transitions from legacy systems/on premise

21

Vendor Lock in

19

Cost - hard to predict

18

DEVOPS TEAMS

Mixing cloud with existing structure and ways of working

17

How many projects are staffed with DevOps teams?

17 %

ALL

BARRIERS TO USE THE CLOUD
Rules and regulations

32

Lack of competence

26

Legacy code

22

Vendor lock in

22

Company culture - “not invented here”

16

REASONS FOR USING THE CLOUD
Higher flexibility

52

Cost savings

33

Dynamic infrastructure

33

Replacement of on-premise solutions / technology

32

Focus on security

19

MY COMPANY’S NEXT STEP USING THE CLOUD
Shifting legacy systems to the cloud

29

Get control over the cost of the cloud

18

Implement security into our development lifecycle

18

Make a cloud roadmap/strategy

13

Change our ways of working to more DevOps

13

5%

52 %

MOST

A LOT

16 %

QUITE A FEW

FEW

24 %

12 %

DON’T KNOW
18 %

NONE
19 %

18 %

16 %

OPERATIONS AND SECURITY

35++65R
35

44++56R
44

Does your organization incorporate operations and/or security into the entire software delivery lifecycle?

35 %

35% answer YES
– regarding Operations

44 %

44% answer YES
– regarding Security

• Flexibility is the key word for using cloud, while rules/regulations and concerns about security
seem to slown down the process.
• An important next step is focusing on shifting legacy systems to the cloud. But the results also
show a cost issue for many companies.
• A lack of internal competence and expertise might be a challenge. Less than 50% claim they have
sufficient access.

USAGE 2020
Which alternative do your company use today?
FOR ALL SYSTEMS
Public cloud
Privat cloud – outsourced
Privat cloud – on-premise

4%

FOR MOST OF THE SYSTEMS

14 %

FOR HALF OF THE SYSTEMS

7%

FOR SOME SYSTEMS

45 %

6%

30 %

38 %

1%

4%

30 %

39 %

Physical servers

8%

21 %

10 %
16 %
18 %

29 %

8%

DON’T KNOW
18 %

1% 6%
7%

NOT USING

23 %

9%

How confident are you in using cloud computing for your business?
DON’T KNOW
5%

5 VERY SAFE

4

3

2

17 %

1 NOT SAFE
36 %

27 %

9%

5%

How many % of the company’s IT-systems will you estimate is supported by public cloud today?
0-20 %

21-40 %

41-60 %

61-80%

81-99%

ALL OF OUR SYSTEMS
21 %

32 %

22 %

13 %

6%

CHANGES BY USAGE 2023
How do you think your company’s usage will change within the next three years – 2023?
DECREASE
Public cloud
Privat cloud – outsourced
Privat cloud – on-premise
Physical servers

SAME AS TODAY

INCREASE

DON’T KNOW

28 %

4%

56 %
35 %

9%

30 %
35 %

15 %
39 %

10 %
23 %

22 %
32 %

28 %
10 %

17 %

4%

DO CLOUD PROVIDERS UNDERSTAND
YOUR BUSINESS?

YOUR COMPANY’S OWN COMPETENCE
AND EXPERTISE

Do you feel that public cloud providers, such as Amazon or Microsoft or third party
private cloud hosting provider understand your company and industry challenges
and meet your needs?

Does your company have the competence and expertise you need
to manage application in public and/or private cloud? Both own
employees and consultants.

1-2 NOT AT ALL

3

4-5 HIGH LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING

DON’T KNOW

Public cloud provider

1-2 LACK OF COMPETENCE

3

4-5 HIGH LEVEL COMPETENCE

DON’T KNOW

Public cloud

14 %

11 %
29 %

27 %
36 %

48 %

20 %

9%

Private cloud – third-party hosting provider

Private cloud

11 %

12 %
30 %

23 %

31 %
25 %

• Cloud providers do to a certain degree understand the companies needs and challenges.
Just about one third is pleased with the situation.
• There are no big differences between public and private cloud, the first one possesses
somewhat more understanding.
• The high “don’t know”-scores show a significant level of uncertainty.

43 %
11 %

• The companies themselves seem to possess competence/expertise to a certain
degree. Between 40 and 50% feel they have high level competence. Only 1 out
of 10 companies express that they clearly lack sufficient competence.
• There are no big differences between the evaluations of public and private cloud,
the competence is however somewhat higher for the first one.

BIG DATA FOCUS

HOW TO SPEED UP INNOVATION

To which degree do your company focus on the following areas within Big Data,
AI and Machine Learning, by use of cloud?

When it comes to innovation in the company, which of the following measures
do your company implement to speed up innovation?

TO A VERY LITTLE DEGREE

TO A RATHER LITTLE DEGREE

NEITHER/NOR

TO A RATHER HIGH DEGREE

TO A VERY HIGH DEGREE

DON’T KNOW

Increase know-how on agile mindset and methods
34 %

Exploring the possibilities of Big Data through small projects
22 %

20 %

16 %

20 %

Adapt/change strategy when new learnings occur

8%

Changing our mindset and become more data driven
10 %

16 %

25 %

Organize and design organization for speed

26 %

9%

15 %

27 %

18 %

7%

13 %

25 %

23 %

18 %

8%

18 %

17 %

20 %

Incorporate/use disruptive technology
11 %

21 %

Starting projects to explore AI and Machine Learning
22 %

Get customer feedback faster and in a more structured way

20 %

Starting to explore the customer journey with both internal and external data
9%

22 %

13 %

Making sure Big Data projects are driven by business development instead of IT
11 %

34 %

14 %

Don’t know
9%

14 %

• Focusing on Big Data, AI and Machine Learning, there is no particular area that stands
out for the companies. The picture is rather similar for all measures.
• Changing the mindset and become more data driven is however the area with highest
attention. More than one third of the companies claim this has a “high degree focus”.
• Starting up projects to explore possibilities within Big Data, AI and Machine Learning
have low priorities. Many companies seem to be somewhat reluctant to start processes.

25 %
• Increase agile mindset know-how and a focus on changing strategy when companies
face new learnings, are clearly the two most important drivers mentioned. The picture
shows that no other areas has a clear and dominant position.
• Also worth noting is that as many as one quarter answer “don’t know” to this question.

THE CLOUD REPORT 2020
IN ORBIT

Every company has their own journey to the
cloud. More than 400 IT-professionals in
Norway and Sweden answered the question:
“Which statement is closest to your company’s
current state?”. The results make the base for
the 2020 Cloud Maturity Ladder.

Our company embrace
the cloud fully.

IN THE CLOUD

Our company has a cloud roadmap
and we keep evolving

READY FOR TAKE OFF

Our company has a cloud roadmap
and is moving forward.

ON THE RUNWAY

Our company will begin or has just
begun our cloud adoption journey.

ON THE GROUND

Our company has no cloud
computing plans today.

13 %

5

22 %

4

18 %

3

16 %

2

15 %

1

ON THE GROUND
IS LACK OF SECURITY THE REAL BARRIER?
In this category we see a mix of different sectors.
Security is their absolute top concern, while rules and
regulations seem to be the crucial barrier for using cloud.
In addition many companies express no need for cloud,
and claim it is simply too expensive. The “On the Ground”
category do not use the cloud at all, and their first choice
is physical servers. These factors keep these companies
tied to the ground.

IN ORBIT
IN THE CLOUD
READY FOR TAKE OFF
ON THE RUNWAY

ON THE GROUND

15%

13%

5

22 %

4

18%

3

16%

2

1

TOP FOCUS AREAS

ON THE GROUND
Profile

15% of the companies are “on the ground” – claiming they have “no
cloud computing plans today”. The category is somewhat dominated by
minor IT- and Public companies, but the general profile is nevertheless a
representative mix of company size and turnover level.

What are the challenges?

Lack of security, and a fear of not having control, are crucial arguments
for not using/planning for cloud adoption (nearly 50%). One third also
expresses there is in fact “no need” – while one out of five says it is ‘too
expensive’.
Rules and regulations issues are the most important barrier (one third)
– combined with a vendor lock in, which both contribute to slow down the
development. For this category, the main focus area is “Managing internal
knowledge and resources”.

Moving forward

Nearly 30% answer “don’t know”, confirming they really are on the ground.
However, “Implement security into our development lifecycle” is a real
issue in this category, Also ‘start using public cloud’ is an obvious next
step. In addition, nearly 60% believe that use of public cloud will increase
towards 2023.

TOTAL %

Managing internal knowledge and resources

27

Finding the right competence and resources

22

Increase the customer base

22

Driving growth and profitability

21

Retaining and developing existing customers

17

WHY ARE YOU NOT USING CLOUD?
Lack of security, control, needs local server

48

No need

33

Too expensive

22

TOP CONCERNS
Security

60

Costs - hard to predict

30

Vendor lock in

21

Mixing cloud with existing structure and ways of working

16

TOP BARRIERS
Rules and regulations

33

Vendor lock in

29

Company culture "not invented here"

17

Legacy code

17

TOP NEXT STEP
Implement security into our development lifecycle

27

Start using public cloud

16

Get control over the cost of the cloud

14

Don’t know

29

‘ON THE GROUND’ DO NOT USE CLOUD TODAY
– WHAT ABOUT THE FUTURE?

START WORKING WITH SECURITY CHALLENGES

How do you think your company’s usage will change within the next three years – 2023?
DECREASE

SAME AS TODAY

INCREASE

GUIDE TO MOVING FORWARD
“Security” issues are mentioned both as a main reason for not using
cloud, a real concern and a possible next step to concentrate on. The same
objections three years ago, however scores are on a lower level in 2020.

DON’T KNOW

Public cloud
4%

28 %

56 %

10 %

Get control over the different department activities. Get insights about all
the different systems used in the company. Where are CRM, marketing
and invoicing and HR systems stored and managed? Managing internal
knowledge and resources is the top focus area.

Private cloud – outsourced
9%

35 %

30 %

23 %

Private cloud – on-premise
15 %

35 %

22 %

28 %

MAKE A CLOUD MAP/STRATEGY

Physical servers
39 %

32 %

ABOUT THIS LEVEL

10 %

REDUCE SHADOW IT

“On the ground” companies need to start to develop a realistic cloud
strategy. This will include both cost issues and a shift of legacy systems.
Starting with one concrete project will uncover different challenges, but
will also build necessary experience.

17 %

15 %

Company size

0-99 employees
100-999 employees
1000+ employees

52 %
19 %
19 %

Industry

IT
Public

24 %
24 %

Yearly turnover

Below 1 mill EURO
1-100 mill EURO
100 mill EURO +

30 %
21 %
18 %

Headquarter location

Norway
Sweden
Nordic
Rest Europe

40 %
52 %
6%
2%

BUILD COMPETENCE
A barrier for this group is lack of resources/competence. Find out who
are the positive stakeholders to actual change and increase digitalization.
Since many companies expect use of both public and private cloud to
increase during the next three years, this information is crucial.

ON THE RUNWAY
COMPETITION AND CLIENT REQUESTS DRIVE
CLOUD ADOPTION
In this category we see a mix of different branches
and company size. 24% do not use cloud today. These
companies feel they are lagging behind the competition
in their sectors and need to change their strategy.
They feel a need for finding the right competence and
resources for moving forward. But cost savings is also an
issue, the cloud can give them the flexibility they need,
and thus, they are “On the Runway”.
IN ORBIT
IN THE CLOUD
READY FOR TAKE OFF

13%

5

22 %

4

18%

3

2

16%

ON THE RUNWAY
ON THE GROUND

15%

1

TOP FOCUS AREAS

ON THE RUNWAY
Profile

16% of the companies are “On the Runway” – who will begin or has just
begun their cloud adoption journey. The category has no specific branch or
size profile. Client requests and competition are main reasons for starting
the cloud journey.

Why use cloud?

Higher flexibility (50%) and cost savings (42%) are drivers for starting
using cloud. However, these companies also struggle with ‘finding the right
competence and resources’ – which is their dominant focus area.

External and internal reluctance

Rules and regulations issues are barrier no. 1 (more than 40%). But internal
lack of competence, a vendor lock in challenge and the cultural aspect of
“not invented here” – are frequently mentioned arguments.
The security concern is obvious – half of the companies stress this issue.

Moving forward

Most important next step is “shifting legacy systems to the cloud” (one
third), closely followed by cost control, and starting to develop a realistic
cloud roadmap/strategy (both mentioned by one quarter). The position
seems to be very similar as those “On the Ground”.

TOTAL %

Finding the right competence and resources

29

Driving growth and profitability

26

Development of new products & services

24

Managing internal knowledge & resources

23

Reduce and control costs

23

WHY ARE YOU USING CLOUD?
Higher flexibility

50

Cost savings

42

Dynamic infrastructure

27

Replacement of on-premise solutions / technology

26

Focus on security

18

TOP CONCERNS
Security

48

Mixing cloud with existing structure and ways of working

26

Data transitions from legacy systems/on premise

23

Vendor lock in

20

Lack of support and education

18

TOP BARRIERS
Rules and regulations

41

Lack of competence

36

Vendor lock in

26

Company culture - “not invented here”

18

Legacy code

17

TOP NEXT STEP
Shifting legacy systems to the cloud

32

Get control over the cost of the cloud

26

Make a cloud roadmap/strategy

26

Start using public cloud

18

Implement security into our development lifecycle

18

SERVICES AND PLATFORMS

GUIDE TO MOVING FORWARD

For which of the following are you using public cloud, private cloud - outsourced/on
premise, or traditional datacenter?
PUBLIC CLOUD

PRIVATE CLOUD – OUTSOURCED

PRIVATE CLOUD – ON PREMISE

PHYSICAL SERVERS

FOCUS ON CHANGE

Infrastructure services (servers, storage, networking)
29 %

27 %

12 %

Finding the right competence and resources is a top focus area for “On the
Runway”. Lack of competence is even a serious barrier for using cloud.
This topic was not an issue for this category three years ago. New skills will
be needed.

30 %

Channel services (web, e-commerce, customer service, e-mail marketing)
30 %

23 %

12 %

30 %

Customer database (CRM)
17 %

REDUCE SHADOW IT

17 %

15 %

Get control over the different department activities. Get insights about all the
different systems used in the company. CRM, marketing, invoicing and HR
systems stored and managed? Note that shifting legacy systems to the cloud
is this category’s top next step.

47 %

Administration services (accounting, invoicing, HR)
21 %

30 %

15 %

29 %

Desktop/office
26 %

15 %

18 %

BUILD ON EXPERIENCE

38 %

Business services (core services to the company & customers)
15 %

20 %

17 %

ABOUT THIS LEVEL
Company size

“On the Runway” companies are in an adapting phase, and will make
different decisions that might have both positive and negative outcomes.
Anyhow, you will get valuable experience for the next prioritizations.

42 %

16 %
0-99 employees
100-999 employees
1000+ employees

52 %
29 %
17 %

Industry

IT
Public
Retail/E-commerce

20 %
23 %
18 %

Yearly turnover

Below 1 mill EURO
1-100 mill EURO
100 mill EURO +

18 %
36 %
21 %

Headquarter location

Norway
Sweden
Nordic
Rest Europe
Rest World

47 %
39 %
9%
3%
2%

FOCUS ON COSTS
Cost issues are important for this group, and thus, need to be taken seriously.
Cost savings have been a reason for starting the cloud journey, but getting
cost control is also an important next step. Evaluations connected to both
budgets and further investments should be a priority.

READY FOR TAKE OFF
IN THE MIDDLE OF TRANSITION TO THE CLOUD
In this category we have mid-size and big enterprises.
They are “Ready for take off” – meaning they are
focused and understand the digital drivers. This category
is focused on speeding up the time to market and
appreciate the new flexibility. They are writing their
first cloud roadmap or are updating the extisting one.
However, there are serious concerns about security and
mixing the cloud with existing structures and ways of
working. Private cloud is still dominating.
IN ORBIT
IN THE CLOUD

13%

5

22 %

4

3

18%

READY FOR TAKE OFF
ON THE RUNWAY
ON THE GROUND

16%

2

15%

1

TOP FOCUS AREAS

READY FOR TAKE OFF
Profile: in the middle of transition to cloud

18% of the companies are “Ready for take off” – which means they ‘have a
cloud map/strategy and is moving forward’. The category consists of many
mid-size and big enterprises, has a high proportion of public companies, few
from IT, and 15% from bank/finance.

Why do they use cloud?

Higher flexibility is clearly the main argument (more than half of all
respondents), but also replacement of on-premise solutions, is mentioned by
as many as a third. In addition, costs savings and dynamic infrastructure are
important factors.

TOTAL %

Innovation and digital transformation

38

Reduce and control costs

34

Development of new products & services

30

Finding the right competence and resources

30

Driving growth and profitability

24

WHY ARE YOU USING CLOUD?
Higher flexibility

51

Replacement of on-premise solutions / technology

35

Dynamic infrastructure

32

Cost savings

32

Focus on security

16

TOP CONCERNS
Security

53

Cost - hard to predict

24

Lack of competence (38%) and legacy code (28%), are important barriers.
Rules and regulations are not particularly emphasized in this category
(only 22%).

Vendor lock in

23

Data transitions from legacy systems/on premise

22

Need of moderation or rebuild applications to be cloud ready

20

The security concern is also here serious – more than half of the companies
stress this issue.

TOP BARRIERS

Still barriers and concerns?

Moving forward

The clearly most important next step is “shifting legacy systems to the
cloud”, mentioned by as many as half of the companies. Making a realistic
cloud roadmap/strategy is priority no. 2, mentioned by a quarter.

Lack of competence

38

Legacy code

28

Rules and regulations

22

Company culture - “not invented here”

22

Vendor lock in

20

TOP NEXT STEP
Shifting legacy systems to the cloud

49

Make a cloud roadmap/strategy

27

Change our ways of working to more DevOps

24

Get control over the cost of the cloud

22

Implement automation into our development lifecycle

18

SERVICES AND PLATFORMS

GUIDE TO MOVING FORWARD

For which of the following are you using public cloud, private cloud - outsourced/on
premise, or traditional datacenter?
PUBLIC CLOUD

PRIVATE CLOUD – OUTSOURCED

PRIVATE CLOUD – ON PREMISE

PHYSICAL SERVERS

FOCUS ON INNOVATION

Infrastructure services (servers, storage, networking)
24 %

16 %

20 %

The top focus area for “Ready for take off” is innovation and digitalization.
Three years ago the result was the same, and confirms how important this
topic is for the category. No need to change strategy or focus.

38 %

Channel services (web, e-commerce, customer service, e-mail marketing)
38 %

26 %

15 %

14 %

START PREPARING LEGACY SYSTEMS FOR THE CLOUD

Customer database (CRM)
22 %

22 %

27 %

Shifting legacy systems to the cloud is by far this category’s top next step.
Do the companies have the resources that are required?

27 %

Administration services (accounting, invoicing, HR)
19 %

31 %

24 %

HOW TO DEAL WITH SECURITY CONCERNS?

23 %

“Security” is a considerable concern, and is expressed more in this
category than in the others. Compared to the results three years ago, the
concerns are even at a significant higher level. There is still a huge need for
understanding how security is created to match the new cloud conditions.

Desktop/office
38 %

14 %

24 %

20 %

Business services (core services to the company & customers)
22 %

19 %

ABOUT THIS LEVEL

26 %

31 %

18 %

Company size

0-99 employees
100-999 employees
1000+ employees

42 %
23 %
32 %

Industry

IT
Public
Retail/E-commerce
Bank/Finance

8%
27 %
19 %
15 %

Yearly turnover

Below 1 mill EURO
1-100 mill EURO
100 mill EURO +

11 %
43 %
22 %

Headquarter location

Norway
Sweden
Nordic
Rest Europe
Rest World

49 %
38 %
3%
10 %
1%

BUILD COMPETENCE
The top barrier for this group is lack of competence. This fact implies that
companies have to work out a correct and future-oriented composition of
personnel and skills. Which employees are positive to actual change and
increase the competence within digitalization?

IN THE CLOUD
CLOUD HAS BECOME STANDARD
This category is dominated by many IT-companies,
but has no other specific business profile. They have
changed their way of working, DevOps is very common
and nearly all projects are staffed with both development
and operational skills. They have gained a faster
time to market and achieved higher flexibility and a
replacement of on-premise solutions. 70% claim they
have the competence and expertise they need to manage
application in the cloud. Development of new products
and services is their main focus area.
IN ORBIT

READY FOR TAKE OFF
ON THE RUNWAY
ON THE GROUND

4

22 %

IN THE CLOUD

5

13%

18%

3

16%

2

15%

1

TOP FOCUS AREAS

IN THE CLOUD
Profile – the biggest category

22% of the companies are “In the Cloud” – they have a road map and keep
evolving. The category consists of many IT-companies, and is in addition
clearly overrepresented in Sweden. Development of new products and
services is their main focus area.

Why use cloud?

Higher flexibility is definitely the key driver (nearly 60%). But many
respondents also mention replacement of on-premise solutions and dynamic
infrastructure. It is worth noting that ‘reduce time to market’ is a new
argument – with a score of 18%.

Still concerns and barriers?

The security issue is also a concern in this category (more than 40%), while
rules and regulations issues are barrier no 1. In addition, legacy code, a
vendor lock in challenge and lack of competence are repetitive objections.

Moving forward

The absoloute top next step is “shifting legacy systems to the cloud”, which
confirm these companies are in an on-going process. More DevOps teams are
in addition highlighted as a relevant measure.

TOTAL %

Development of new products & services

33

Finding the right competence and resources

31

Adding new technologies and platforms

28

Innovation and digital transformation

26

Driving growth and profitability

22

WHY ARE YOU USING CLOUD?
Higher flexibility

58

Replacement of on-premise solutions / technology

38

Dynamic infrastructure

37

Cost savings

24

Reduce time to market

18

TOP CONCERNS
Security

41

Need of moderation or rebuild applications to be cloud ready

27

Mixing cloud with existing structure and ways of working

26

Data transitions from legacy systems/on premise

23

Vendor lock in

22

TOP BARRIERS
Rules and regulations

37

Legacy code

31

Lack of competence

23

Vendor lock in

22

Company culture - “not invented here”

17

TOP NEXT STEP
Shifting legacy systems to the cloud

40

Change our ways of working to more DevOps

22

Implement automation into our development lifecycle

20

Update our cloud strategy

18

Get control over the cost of the cloud

17

SERVICES AND PLATFORMS

GUIDE TO MOVING FORWARD

For which of the following are you using public cloud, private cloud - outsourced/on
premise, or traditional datacenter?
PUBLIC CLOUD

PRIVATE CLOUD – OUTSOURCED

PRIVATE CLOUD – ON PREMISE

PHYSICAL SERVERS

FOCUS ON NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Infrastructure services (servers, storage, networking)
19 %

30 %

19 %

The top focus area for “In the Cloud” is development of new products
and services. The topic has become much more important, compared
to the results three years ago. In addition, finding the right competence
and resources is highly emphasized. Thus, competence should be a
prerequisite for success in developing new products and services.

30 %

Channel services (web, e-commerce, customer service, e-mail marketing)
37 %

28 %

17 %

14 %

Customer database (CRM)
24 %

21 %

20 %

CONTINUE PREPARING LEGACY SYSTEMS FOR THE CLOUD

31 %

Shifting legacy systems to the cloud is by far also this category’s top next
step – like the “Ready for take off” category. Do the companies have the
resources that are required, is once again the crucial question.

Administration services (accounting, invoicing, HR)
12 %

36 %

28 %

21 %

Desktop/office
46 %

26 %

12 %

HOW TO DEAL WITH SECURITY AND RULES/REGULATIONS?

13 %

Business services (core services to the company & customers)
19 %

30 %

ABOUT THIS LEVEL

26 %

21 %

22 %

Company size

0-99 employees
100-999 employees
1000+ employees

52 %
29 %
17 %

Industry

IT
Public
Industry
Bank/Finance

36 %
12 %
13 %
12 %

Yearly turnover

Below 1 mill EURO
1-100 mill EURO
100 mill EURO +

10 %
29 %
31 %

Headquarter location

Norway
Sweden
Nordic
Rest Europe
Rest World

25 %
53 %
9%
7%
6%

“Security” is a general top concern, confirmed also in this category. The
same with rules and regulations: This is a general top barrier. The focus
on security has increased since 2017, while the opposite has happened
with rules/regulations, which is positive. But still a considerable need for
understanding how security is created to match the new cloud conditions.
This must be a priority.

COLLOBORATIVE WORKFLOWS
Keep up the focus on effective and agile workflow. A top next step is to
change the ways of working to more DevOps. This development should be
encouraged.

IN ORBIT
FULLY EMBRACING THE CLOUD, BUT NEEDS TO
HAVE COST CONTROL
Many IT and big companies, but hardly any within public
sector, in the top segment of the Cloud Maturity Ladder.
Development of new products and services as well as
innovation/digitalization are in focus. Driving growth
and profitability is even important for “In Orbit”.
DevOps teams are the standard, and they are confident
(more than 80% is very safe) in using cloud for their
business. The category still faces barriers, and they do
have their concerns, but to a less degree than the others.
These companies need however to get control over the
cost of the cloud, this is clearly expressed as an important
next step.

IN THE CLOUD
READY FOR TAKE OFF
ON THE RUNWAY
ON THE GROUND

5

13%

IN ORBIT

22 %

4

18%

3

16%

2

15%

1

TOP FOCUS AREAS

IN ORBIT
Profile – the smallest category

Only 13% of the companies are “In Orbit” – which represent companies
embracing the cloud fully. The category consists of many IT-companies,
some retail/bank/finance, but hardly any within Public sector. As for
“In the Cloud” – development of new products and services is their main
focus area.

Experiences using cloud

TOTAL %

Development of new products & services

31

Driving growth and profitability

31

Innovation and digital transformation

31

Increasing the customer base

27

WHY ARE YOU USING CLOUD?
Higher flexibility

44

Cost savings

36

Dynamic infrastructure

33

Replacement of on-premise solutions / technology

25

Focus on security

25

Several and different arguments for using cloud: higher flexibility is again
the key driver (44%). But also cost savings have become a positive argument
– not only a problem – for this category.

Security

33

Data transitions from legacy systems/on premise

22

Any concerns and barriers left?

Cost - hard to predict

22

Knowledge & know-how

20

Vendor lock in

20

Yes, and we find a repeating picture: The security issue is also a concern in
this category, while rules and regulations issues are barrier no 1. However,
the level of objections are lower than for all other categories.

Moving forward

There are several next steps for companies “In Orbit”, which confirm
still many challenges. Cost control is mentioned as no. 1 (27%).
But companies “In Orbit” expect anyhow use of Public cloud to increase
the next three years.

TOP CONCERNS

TOP BARRIERS
Rules and regulations

31

Lack of competence

29

Vendor lock in

24

Legacy code

18

Company culture - “not invented here”

15

TOP NEXT STEP
Get control over the cost of the cloud

27

Shifting legacy systems to the cloud

24

Implement automation into our development lifecycle

22

Implement security into our development lifecycle

20

Develop more efficient deployment processes

15

SERVICES AND PLATFORMS

GUIDE TO MOVING FORWARD

For which of the following are you using public cloud, private cloud - outsourced/on
premise, or traditional datacenter?
PUBLIC CLOUD

PRIVATE CLOUD – OUTSOURCED

PRIVATE CLOUD – ON PREMISE

PHYSICAL SERVERS

A MIXED FOCUS ON BUSINESS CHALLENGES

Infrastructure services (servers, storage, networking)
62 %

22 %

7%

7%

Channel services (web, e-commerce, customer service, e-mail marketing)
51 %

20 %

20 %

2%

“In Orbit” has three top focus areas: New products and services, driving
growth - and innovation. In fact, the picture was identical three years ago,
which confirm crucial on-going processes. So it will be for the next years as
well. Make a plan to free your most innovative resources and what your most
effective operational model would look like.

Customer database (CRM)
42 %

29 %

16 %

GET CONTROL OVER THE COSTS

11 %

Cost control is this category’s top next step. It is also a big concern among
several companies. Since driving growth and profitability is an important
goal as well, future budgets and investments need to be on a realistic and
credible level.

Administration services (accounting, invoicing, HR)
33 %

44 %

9%

13 %

Desktop/office
58 %

13 %

16 %

11 %

HOW TO HANDLE BARRIERS?

Business services (core services to the company & customers)
44 %

25 %

ABOUT THIS LEVEL

13 %

15 %

13 %

Company size

0-99 employees
100-999 employees
1000+ employees

49 %
22 %
27 %

Industry

IT
Public
Retail, E-commerce
Bank/Finance

35 %
4%
18 %
15 %

Yearly turnover

Below 1 mill EURO
1-100 mill EURO
100 mill EURO +

11 %
38 %
26 %

Headquarter location

Norway
Sweden
Nordic
Rest Europe
Rest World

47 %
33 %
3%
4%
13 %

“In Orbit” still experience real barriers in using cloud. The objections don’t
differ much from what the other categories express. Rules and regulations,
lack of competence and vendor lock in, are all worries which were put
forward in 2017 as well. The barriers are in other words still the same, even
if “In Orbit” in 2020 embrace the cloud fully. This is a serious challenge, but
obviously not easy to handle.

MAXIMIZE FLEXIBILITY BY BEING CLOUD AGNOSTIC
To increase flexibility and speed, as well as to minimize vendor lock in and
the growth of legacy code, cloud agnostic is still the approach to adopt,
regardless if you have a favourite cloud platform or not.

Basefarm is a European Managed Service Provider creating market leaders by integrating key skills of
Big Data, Cloud Services and Information Security into a service offering.
The company provides strategic advice, architecture and implementation together with the management
and operation of solutions to several different cloud platforms.
The business was founded in 2000 in the Nordic countries and today there are 760 leading engineers and
advisors working in Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands, Germany and Austria.
Basefarm’s clients belong to the most satisfied in the Nordics and was ranked number one in the category
Account Management Quality by Whitelane Research and PA Consulting’s annual report IT Sourcing Study
Nordic 2020. The unbelievable Machine Company *um, part of Basefarm was named innovator of the year in
2018 by the German business magazine “Eins Wissen” and “Data Analytics”. Basefarm is also for the second
year positioned as Leader In Creating Customer Value in Radars customer satisfaction survey 2019.
In August 2018, Basefarm was acquired by Orange Group and is now an Orange Business Service subsidiary.
For more information go to www.basefarm.com or follow us on Linkedin, Twitter and our blogs.

